
 

Rainbow HOLO by TCC Fashion - Pokerdeck

Rainbows, nature's resplendent gift, have long delighted us with their
kaleidoscopic charm. In the wake of rain showers, we're treated to these radiant
spectrums that never fail to enrapture our senses. Now, imagine these
mesmerizing hues imbuing playing cards, creating an innovative holographic
extravaganza like never before.

Prepare to be enthralled as we present our specially crafted Rainbow HOLO
decks. Each deck showcases an extraordinary holographic foil meticulously
applied to the tuck case, rendering it a luminous masterpiece. From every angle,
it refracts light into a symphony of vibrant colors, reminiscent of an opulent
mosaic. Whether cradled in your hands, adorning a tabletop, or showcased on a
shelf, its mesmerizing allure captivates with unmatched grandeur.

But the enchantment doesn't end there. Our card design is a triumph in itself,
with the gradient spectrum gracefully unfurling across each card. From fiery reds
to sunny yellows, tranquil blues to regal purples, a harmonious symphony of
seven colors dances in perfect equilibrium. It's an artistic marvel that guarantees
every card is a work of art in its own right.

And to ensure the holographic magic remains unyielding, our meticulous
craftsmanship extends to applying metallic foil to both sides of every card. This
visionary touch elevates the holographic effect, transforming each card into a
resplendent beacon of shimmering light. Prepare to witness a dazzling spectacle
with every flick and shuffle, as the cards ignite a symphony of radiant splendor.

Immerse yourself in an astonishing HOLO world of wonder with Rainbow. Your
experience is bound to be nothing short of extraordinary.

Features:

Produced by TCC Playing Cards Co.
Tuck Case and Decks made with holographic foils
M23 Finish, for the smoothest handling
Standard poker size, 63mm x 88 mm
52 cards, 2 Jokers, and 2 ad cards
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